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 Thank you for coming. Thanks to Cantor Fitzgerald,
David Smith, and United States Commodity Funds.
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I. Equal-Weighted Indices – The Beginning of Alternative

Notes
a. Although around a long time, really kicked off when we
built a brokerage firm and then brought over to Rydex
and launched EW index and ETF.
b. Key: Diversification of industries. However,
performance has been higher on average.
- Mean Reversion could be cause
- Random MisPricing
- More value and more small size (anomaly)
c. Fees. 40 bps versus 9 bps. Thus, on average needs a
31 bps outperformance.
d. Past versus Future ($9B versus $163B)
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II. Rebalancing

Notes
a. When we created equal-weight index, we compared
benefits of deviation from costs of trading, etc.
b. There is no correct answer, but we settled on quarterly.
c. In theory, it’s that balance one is looking for. Costs
versus representativeness, performance versus costs,
etc.
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II. Rebalancing

Notes:

Source:
http://ludwigbc.com/pubs/SPEWIWhitePaper010703.pdf
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III. Cap-Weighted has Theory, but Alternative Doesn’t

Notes
a. Market cap is wisdom of market and according to CAPM
is what everyone should hold.
b. No “real” theory for alternative weighting. However:
- CAPM has many flawed assumptions.
- Beta has problems empirically
- Buying just because more people buy?
c. Some of the alternative weighting schemes are based on
sound ideas and also suit certain types of investor
preferences (e.g. equal weight and diversification).
Some might be based on data mining.
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III. Cap-Weighted has Theory, but Alternative Doesn’t

Research on Equal-Weighting
 DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009) show that the return of
the equal-weighted portfolio is almost always higher than that
of portfolios based on mean-variance optimization (there is a
response paper).
 Jacobs, Muller, and Weber (2013) extend this finding to other
datasets and asset classes and suggest easy-toimplement
allocation guidelines for individual investors.
 Bloomfield, Leftwich, and Long (1977) show that sample-based
mean-variance optimal portfolios do not outperform an equallyweighted portfolio.
 Plyakha, Uppal and Vilkov (2014) find that the equal-weighted
portfolio outperforms the price- and value-weighted portfolios
in terms of average return, four-factor alpha, Sharpe ratio, and
certainty-equivalent return. They rebalance the portfolios
monthly.
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III. Cap-Weighted has Theory, but Alternative Doesn’t

Research on Equal-Weighting
 Adame-Garcia, Fernández and Sosvilla (2016) show that in the
period 2001-2014 the total return of the equal-weighted IBEX
35 (46.8%) was higher than the return of the value-weighted
IBEX 35 (13.21%). They rebalance daily the equal-weighted
IBEX 35.
 Ernst, Thompson and Miao (2016) show that the return of the
equally weighted S&P 500 portfolio is higher than the return of
the market capitalization weighted S&P 500 portfolio. They
calculate that $100 invested in the S&P500 in 1958 were worth
$5,212 in 2014; while $100 invested in the ‘equally weighted
S&P 500 portfolio’ in 1958 were worth $27,601 in 2014. They
rebalance daily the equally weighted S&P 500 portfolio and
exclude dividends from all calculations.
 Brennan and Lo (2010) question whether the CAPM can be
consistent with efficient frontiers.
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III. Cap-Weighted has Theory, but Alternative Doesn’t

Research on Equal-Weighting
 Markowitz (2005) “When one particular, clearly unrealistic
CAPM assumption is replaced by a more real-world version,
some of the dramatic, practical conclusions of CAPM no longer
follow. This result has implications for financial practice,
research, and pedagogy”.
 Example (from Chincarini class notes): Taxes
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IV. Crowding and Alternative Weighting

Notes
a. Crowding and automation of alt weighting schemes
might be causing crowding. Might be why past
anomalies are disappearing (e.g. value and size effect).
b. Crowding is a real concern in all investment spaces
and we need to measure better.
(More Info:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2616
579 )
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Open Discussion
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